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RACE AGAINST TIME
By Stephen Lewist
Reviewed by Sarah Feor*
Race Against Time portrays the current state of African affairs.
HIV is taking its toll on most African countries. AIDS patients are dying at
an alarming rate. Social structure is in decay. Africa cannot sustain this.
Stephen Lewis writes from his Massey Lectures illustrating his vocation as a Canadian diplomat. In a five part series, Lewis highlights the
challenges and rewards serving as the United Nations Secretary-General's
special envoy for HIV/AIDS Africa. His "love affair" with Africa began
while he was working throughout the continent as a young teacher. When
Lewis returned to Canada and was elected to the Ontario Legislature in
1963, he brought his passion for Africa to Parliament and proposed an "act
designed to ban the import of South African wine and liquors," in protest of
the apartheid government.' His father, Davis Lewis, was the former federal
leader of the New Democratic Party. Stephen Lewis says of his family
roots: "I have a brother and two sisters; we all understood, even when prepubescent, that either we were ideological clones of our parents, or we were
'2
disinherited."
In Race Against Time, Lewis focuses on the of lack consciousness
of HIV and AIDS in Africa. Discussions of the United Nations' Millennium
Development Goals 3 are woven throughout his book. Lewis asserts that the
goals will not be met in Africa under present conditions. Structural adjustment programs, their explicit financial restrictions and an under funded
health care system do not even begin to list the extent of Africa's problems.
t Stephen Lewis is the founder of the Stephen Lewis Foundation, www.stephen
lewisfoundation.org.
* University at Buffalo Law School, Juris Doctor, May 2007; Wilfrid Laurier
University, Honours Political Science, June 2002.
1 STEPHEN LEWIS, RACE AGAINST TIME 42 (2nd Ed. House of Anansi Press, Inc
2006) (2005).
2
Id. at 38.
3 The United Nations' eight Millennium Development Goals - to be reached by
2015 - are as follows: (1) cut the worst of poverty and hunger in half: (2) achieve
universal primary education; (3) promote gender equality; (4) reduce by two-thirds
the under five child mortality rate: (5) reduce by three-quarters the maternal mortality rate; (6) halt and reverse the spread of HIV/AIDS and malaria; (7) ensure environmental sustainability: and (8) develop a global partnership for development.
See STEPHEN LEWIS, RACE AGAINST TIME, supra note 1, at 3.
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Lewis emphasizes that now is the time to act and that diplomacy may not be
the most effective way. The well-being of Africa is at stake.
Lewis was the keynote speaker at a conference I attended as an
undergraduate student. He unveiled to us bright-eyed-students the condition
of women, the danger of rape and the probability of contracting HIV in
Africa. In Race Against Time, Lewis recounts stunning tales from his African adventures carrying that same message. He shares with us stories of
cherished friends, international colleagues and the remarkable women and
grandmothers, children and men that he has met along his way. Lewis
writes,
[y]ou can understand, therefore, how painful it is to visit
my beloved Africa under present-day circumstances. It's
not just the ruinous economic and social decline, the reasons for which I attempted to explain in part in my first
lecture. It's the ravaging of the pandemic; it's the way in
which a communicable disease called AIDS has taken countries by the throat and reduced them to spectral caricatures
4
of their former selves.
Race Against Time gives Lewis an opportunity to set forth an honest opinion from a personal point of view: the current system of global governance
is not working to remedy this destructive disease.
LECTURE 1:
"CONTEXT: IT SHAMES AND DIMINISHES US ALL"

Lewis discusses the strict restrictions that are imposed on African
countries by the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank and private
donors. The unsuccessful efforts of structural adjustment programs have left
most African states poorer, sicker and deteriorating day by day. Lewis
stresses,
[b]ut the truth is that structural adjustment is not dead: it's
just morphed into other forms. The imposition of conditionality is still alive and well, fashioned now more often by the
IMF as it continues to impose macroeconomic frameworks
on impoverished African countries. I have come to the
conclusion, as I travel, that the IMF simply doesn't understand the combined ravages of HIV/AIDS and poverty; simply fails to understand that you can't deny the hiring of
health professionals, in the face of an apocalypse, just beSTEPHEN LEWIS, RACE AGAINST TIME,

supra note 1, at 45.
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cause you adhere religiously to some rabid economic dialectic which says that no matter how grievous the
circumstance, you can't breach the macro-economic
5
environment.

With HIV/AIDS destroying the lives of teachers, civil servants and parents,
all aspects of social organization and functionality are at risk. The debilitating disease has not been factored into the economic equations of the governing institutions that are providing limited support and funds. With
several countries in "macroeconomic straitjacket[s]," Africa faces enormous
health and social problems that should, but unfortunately cannot, take precedence over the unrealistic task of repaying debt: "[i]t was very clear to
everyone that many individual African countries were spending more
money on servicing debt ...

health, or on education." 6

than those same countries were spending on

LECTURE 2:
"PANDEMIC: MY COUNTRY IS ON ITS KNEES"

AIDS is shattering Africa-Lewis's beloved Africa. Perhaps it is
the economic purse strings the private investors hold or that the pandemic
has spiraled out of control. Perhaps both. Lewis writes,
[t]here is just no way to compare the Africa of forty-five
years ago with the Africa of today. It's like comparing
Rome with Pompeii. So let me tell you, by way of a procession of anecdotes, what Pompeii looks like. I've deliberately chosen anecdotes as the narrative vehicle, in order
to give the pandemic an accessible face, rather than relying
on the dehumanizing swamp of numbers. Some of the stories you may have heard before, but all illumine an aspect
of Africa's desperation.7
As Lewis sets off with his "procession of anecdotes," the reader is left to
wonder: how can a country begin to rebuild itself when the essentials are
missing?

5

Id. at 14.

6

Id. at 21-22.

7 Id. at 46.
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LECTURE 3:
"AN AVALANCHE OF STUDYING, LITTLE STUDYING"

Sadly for most African children, their State-required tuition fees,
uniform fees and textbook fees exclude them from education. AIDS orphans and their respective child-run households are in desperate need of
role models, counseling programs and social activities. If the present cycle
continues, HIV/AIDS will inevitably lead to a break down in society, although social order is already in disarray.
On a visit to an Ethiopian elementary school, during a question and
answer period on HIV/AIDS, Lewis was astonished by the particular remarks of a young girl in the audience, who, after expressing her resolve to
be abstinent, despite pressure from her peers, asked, "Do you think it is
stupid to want to stay alive?" 8 Lewis describes the response:
Somewhere the proverbial pin dropped. And then there
was slow rhythmic clapping, ending in thunderous applause. And the thousand kids gave that young girl a standing ovation. I didn't have to say a word. But I remember
thinking to myself how wonderful it was, in the midst of
the chaos of the pandemic, to have access to education, to
have young minds with the opportunity to grapple with so
many difficult issues, with matters of life and death. 9
Knowledge is power and in his book Lewis makes it clear that without
education - free education - the future generations of Africa do not stand a
chance.
LECTURE 4:
"'WOMEN: HALF THE WORLD, BARELY REPRESENTED"

Lewis has dedicated his book:
To the women living with AIDS in Africa
Indomitable, Resilient, Courageous
One day the world will come to its senses.10
Lewis addresses the global concern of gender inequality. He is firm
on the notion that without the empowerment of women and with the continuation of "gender mainstreaming," the Millennium Development Goals
could never be accomplished. Women have been - and will continue to be
8

Id. at 72.

9
10

Id.

Id. at x.
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- disadvantaged, both socially and economically, unless true equality is
achieved. Within the United Nations alone, Lewis notes much gender inequality. Furthermore, he asserts that HIV/AIDS is disproportionably affecting women:
The incredible assault of HIV/AIDS on women in particular
has no parallel in human history. Women are the pillars of
the family and community - the mothers, the care-givers,
the farmers. The pandemic is preying on them relentlessly,
threatening them in a way that the world has never yet
witnessed. 1
African women are strong and that truth is what enables them to carry on
faced by such adversity. Grandmothers all over Africa who care for the
children of their late daughters and sons exemplify this strength. It is no
easy task, but in times of hardship, it is the only way.
LECTURE
"SOLUTIONS:

A

5:

GALLERY OF ALTERNATIVES IN GOOD FAITH"

Lewis sets forth eleven possible solutions ranging from antiretroviral drug supplies to an improvement in global governance. Regardless
of their controversial nature and complexity, they are solutions headed in
the right direction. He opines,
[i]t might be argued that AIDS is a profoundly complicated
subject, wherein every aspect - whether treatment, prevention, or care - involves tortured financial contours on the
one hand, and sensitive cultural norms on the other. It can
make funding difficult. But hunger is not complicated:
starvation is starvation. You don't need a course in human
12
sexuality to grasp the gnawing void of hunger.
The reason food is so important is because in reality "antiretroviral drugs
don't work on an empty stomach."' 3 How can there be hope for relief when
the drugs cannot be ingested without nutritious food?
Apart from food, deeper issues lie abound:
I am personally persuaded that the toll on society from
AIDS, the threat to the very underpinnings of African survival is so intense, that the normal diplomatic proprieties
11

Id. at 136.

1' Id.
13 Id.

at 163.
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must be abandoned. I would argue that it's morally irresponsible to embrace silence when there's so much at stake.
I must admit that I'm emboldened in part because of the
changing international atmosphere: after all, we're now
talking about the "responsibility to protect" (a particularly
Canadian construct), which suggests the international right
to intervene in situations where nation states are not upholding the human rights of their citizens, Darfur being the
most dramatic current example. If the "responsibility to
protect" had existed at the time of Rwanda, there might not
have been a genocide.
14
Does that logic apply to AIDS?

I remember learning in elementary school that poverty and hunger
were significant problems in the majestic continent of Africa. I imagine I
thought that by the time I was an adult those problems would be historical.
The tragedy is, those problems have persisted and evolved into much
greater ones. We are fortunate to have Stephen Lewis describe to us - in
detail - how HIV/AIDS has taken Africa on a race against time, and to set
forth alternatives that would halt the epidemic.
14 Id.

at 178.

